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Abstract:  
In this journal club, I would introduce a recent research by A.Rosa et al. [1]. They considered a 

simple biophysical model of interphase chromosomes to be focused on the polymers constituted 
of fibers with different properties, in particular, to be assumed the different thickness of 
chromosome fiber (10 and/or 30 nm fiber). Using this model, the authors provided a 
quantitative description for many crucial aspects concerning the structure and dynamics of 
interphase chromosomes which are "spontaneously" driven by the physical properties. 
The analysis in this paper has been investigated by focusing mainly on the following two 

properties : (1) mean-squared internal distance (measured through FISH)[2] and (2) average 
contact frequency (measured 3C techniques ) [3]. These values are useful to distinguish between 
complementary aspects of chromosome conformation, as was highlighted by Ref.[4]. 
The authors claims that their results reflect a generic physical effect in more general systems of 

polymers constituted of fibers with different thickness and/or stiffness, and their model 
describes well the qualitative trend of the experimental data. 
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